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Anarchy, Geography, Modernity is the first comprehensive introduction to the
thought of Elisée Reclus, the great anarchist geographer and political theorist.
It shows him to be an extraordinary figure for his age. Not only an anarchist
but also a radical feminist, anti-racist, ecologist, animal rights advocate, cultural
radical, nudist, and vegetarian. Not only a major social thinker but also a
dedicated revolutionary.
The work analyses Reclus’ greatest achievement, a sweeping historical
and theoretical synthesis recounting the story of the earth and humanity
as an epochal struggle between freedom and domination. It presents his
groundbreaking critique of all forms of domination: not only capitalism, the
state, and authoritarian religion, but also patriarchy, racism, technological
domination, and the domination of nature. His crucial insights on the interrelation
between personal and small-group transformation, broader cultural change,
and large-scale social organization are explored. Reclus’ ideas are presented
both through detailed exposition and analysis, and in extensive translations of
key texts, most appearing in English for the first time.

ABOUT ELISÉE RECLUS
Elisée Reclus (1830–1905) was a renowned French geographer, writer, and
anarchist. He produced his 19-volume masterwork La Nouvelle Géographie
universelle, la terre et les hommes (“Universal Geography”), over a period of
nearly 20 years (1875–1894). In 1892 he was awarded the prestigious Gold
Medal of the Paris Geographical Society for this work, despite having been
banished from France because of his political activism.
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ACCOLADES
“Reclus’ light brought into anarchism’s compass not only a focus on ecology, but a
struggle against both patriarchy and racism, contributions which can now be fully
appreciated thanks to John Clark’s exegesis and translations of works previously
unavailable in English. No serious reader can afford to neglect this book.”
—Dana Ward, Pitzer College
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